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"Because we can do things doesn’t always mean that we should. Many scientists
today are too concerned with whether they can, and they don’t stop to ask if they
should." - Jeff Goldblum, Jurassic Park 

Friday, July 24, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Stock bulls take a few steps back as U.S. job losses
continue to climb and money shows signs of rotating. Data yesterday showed new
unemployment claims climbed for the first time in 15 weeks. At the very least, the
trade is now thinking job gains in July will be much less than in June, with the
potential for the economy to have actually lost jobs for the month as more states
backpedal on the re-opening. Bears are quick to remind the trade, the current
unemployment rate of +11% is higher than it ever got during the last great
financial crisis. the fear is we flatline here at around10% unemployment into
yearend and or early 2021 or until we get a vaccine, there could be much more
economic fallout and a great deal more of government stimulus needed. Most
economists are saying the U.S. consumer has fully spent the spring stimulus
payment and the additional +$600 a week in unemployment is set to expire this
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weekend. Meaning many U.S. consumers could soon find themselves in very deep
and rough waters.  Bulls are hoping that leaders in Washington can quickly agree
on the next wave of coronavirus stimulus. The market is wanting to see another
direct payment to U.S. consumers, a portion of the extra +$600 per week to the
unemployed staying available, and some additional business perks and tax
benefits. It feels like the trade wants to see the total next round of stimulus in the
$1 to  $2 trillion range. I've heard some traders say anything less than $1.5 trillion
will disappoint the bulls and the stock market will pull back. Stay tuned...
lawmakers are saying they might not have an agreement until early next month.
At the same time, money appears to be rotating. More traders and large investors
are looking at the U.S. dollar which has fallen through what many viewed as major
technical support. At the same time, silver has exploded higher this week and gold
looks poised to perhaps test all-time highs very soon. In other words, there seems
to be a larger rotation of money and we could see a very bullish commodity
landscape. We have to continue to pay close attention. Earnings today include
American Express, Honeywell, Nextera Energy, and Verizon. Next week brings an
earnings deluge with over 300 companies reporting, including nig names like ADM,
Alphabet (Google), Amazon, Apple, Boeing, Caterpillar, Chevron, CME Group,
Colgate-Palmolive, Dunkin Brands, Ebay, Electronic Arts, Eli Lilly, Exxon, Facebook,
Ford, General Electric, General Motors, Gilead, Kraft Heinz, Mastercard,
McDonalds, Merck, MGM Resorts, Paypal, Pfizer, Procter & Gamble, Qualcomm,
Raytheon, Royal Dutch Shell, Sherwin Williams, Shopify, Spotify, Starbucks,
Teledoc Health, UPS, Visa ...just to name a few! Economic data for today is light
with June New Home Sales being the only relevant new info. Analysts expect the
annual rate to come in at 700,000 compared to a previous 676,000. Next week
brings several highly anticipated releases, top among them being the Federal
Reserve's latest policy decision following the Federal Open Market Committee's two
day policy meeting July 28-29. Key data for the week includes June Durable Goods
Orders on Monday; July Consumer Confidence on Tuesday; June Pending Home
Sales on Wednesday; the first read on second quarter GDP on Thursday; and June
Personal Income and Outlays and the final read on July Consumer Sentiment on
Friday.

Whale in the Silver Market: Word on the street is that silver bull Eric Sprott jumped in the waters in a
big way this week buying a supposed 75 million ounces and pushing prices well above $22.50 for the
first time since 2013. Gold has pushed to its highest level since 2011 when futures traded to a record
north of $1,910 per ounce.  

More States and Businesses Requiring Masks: I heard yesterday the NFL will require fans to wear
masks at all games. Indiana and Minnesota now going to statewide mask mandates. 

President Trump Cancels GOP Convention Events in Jacksonville, FL - President Trump said that
he is canceling the Jacksonville, Fla., portion of the coming Republican National Convention, citing
increasing coronavirus cases in the state. The president said delegates would still travel to Charlotte,
N.C., the initial site of the convention, on Monday, Aug. 24 to formally nominate him for president. Mr.
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Trump said he will still give a speech, but didn’t offer other details. (Source: The Wall Street Journal) 

Mike Tyson Returns to the Ring: Former undisputed heavyweight champion Mike
Tyson is making a comeback. Tyson (50-6) has confirmed he will fight Roy Jones Jr. (66-
9) in an eight-round exhibition on September 12th at Dignity Health Sports Park in
Carson, California. Remember, Tyson is 54-years-old and Jones Jr. is 51-years-old. I
should also mention, Jones last stepped into the ring in 2018 and is considered by many
boxing historians to be the best pound for pound fighter ever  and left his mark in the sport's
history when he won the WBA heavyweight title in 2003, becoming the first former middleweight
champion to win a heavyweight title in 106 years. Tyson hasn’t had a professional fight since
June 2005. The fight will be broadcasted on pay-per-view as well as multimedia platform
Triller. In addition, Triller will also show a 10-part docuseries leading up to the
fight. According to a person familiar with the terms, Triller paid north of $50 million for exclusive
streaming rights for the exhibition.  Tyson is opening up as the -350 favorite, which means
gamblers would need to bet $350 on Tyson to win a $100 profit. Click HERE to watch one
of Tyson's comeback training videos! Pretty crazy how well he can still move #Beast ... 
 
 

Five Largest Stocks Account for 22% of S&P 500: The five largest stocks now account for 22
percent of the S&P 500’s market cap. The soaring rise of Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Facebook and
Microsoft — which all set new highs this month — has led to a record degree of market concentration,
according to a new research note from Goldman Sachs. This concentration makes the market
“vulnerable to an idiosyncratic shock,” Goldman’s analysts write. If the top five stocks were to fall by
-10%, the bottom 100 of the S&P would need to rise by +90% just to keep the index flat. Also worth
noting, CNBC points out that six of the largest tech stocks (previous 5 + Tesla) now account for almost
half the value of the Nasdaq 100. The six now make up almost 41% of the Nasdaq, which has over
2,700 member companies. Microsoft and Tesla just reported earnings results Wednesday. Apple,
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Amazon, Alphabet, and Facebook follow next week. Read more HERE. It should also be noted that on
Monday, the CEOs of Alphabet, Amazon, Apple and Facebook will testify before Congress as part of
an investigation into “the dominance of a small number of digital platforms and the adequacy of
existing antitrust laws and enforcement.” Learn more about that HERE. 
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Institutional Investors Boosting Hedge Fund Allocations: Institutional
investors preparing for a continued economic downturn in the second half of
the year are turning to a long-disparaged asset class for safe haven. About
half of asset allocators surveyed by Bloomberg Mandates said they have
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increased investments in hedge funds or are planning to this year. The June
report surveyed 50 institutional investors, mostly single or multi-family
offices, from around the globe. Part of the growing interest in the asset class
is more market volatility, with investors leery that an uptick in coronavirus
cases, continued social unrest, as well as the upcoming U.S. elections, may
lead to a downturn. In fact, a majority of investors are certain of it. Ninety-
four percent of the 50 investors surveyed by Bloomberg Mandates said they
are sure the global economy will contract by the end of the year. About half
believe it could shrink by -10% to -20%. Those investors are now piling into
an asset class that has been on the decline for years. Read more HERE.  

Are Transportation Stocks Sending a Bearish Signal? Dow Jones
Transportation Average (DJTA) railroad components are trading lower after
second quarter 2020 earnings, with CSX Corporation (CSX) and Union Pacific
Corporation (UNP) beating profit estimates while coming up short on
revenues. Revenues crashed around 25% year over year at both operations,
highlighting a recessionary environment that may continue well into 2021.
Union Pacific warned that fiscal year 2020 carload volumes will drop 10% or
so from 2019 levels, while CSX warned that capital spending will come in at
the "low end" of current guidance. Transportation stocks are "canaries in the
coalmine" for the U.S. economic outlook, with shipping volume rising during
periods of expansion and shrinking during recessions and downturns.
Analysts expect similar reports from other transportation companies in
coming weeks, highlighting the ongoing impact of the pandemic. Read more
HERE.  

World's Wealth Looks Increasingly Unnatural: Some economists have
attempted to put a dollar figure on the value of the world’s land, forests,
fisheries, minerals and fossil fuels. Their work has fed into the Inclusive
Wealth project, initiated by the United Nations, which estimates the world’s
natural capital amounted to over $91 trillion in 2014, or over $13,000 per
person. According to the report, 47% of the world’s natural capital comprises
fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, and coal) and minerals (copper, gold, iron and so
on) that took an eternity to form and will not be replaced. From 1990 to
2014, the stock of natural capital per person fell in 128 out of the 140
countries in the report. In a future of continued high energy demand, the
world will continue to grow wealthier, but natural assets will diminish rapidly
as a share of its portfolio. A typical person in one of today’s high-income
countries will have -21% less natural capital at their disposal in 2040 than
they do today. In other, poorer countries they will have -17% less. According
to these projections, only 12 countries will increase their stock of natural
capital per person over the next two decades. And in 39 countries, including
resource superpowers like Brazil, Russia, and Saudi Arabia, the stock will fall
by over -30%. Read more from The Economist.  
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CORN  bulls continue to believe Chinese demand could ultimately be stronger than
most in the trade are anticipating. The problem is will it be enough to shake the
bears? As long as we have an estimated new-crop yield of +178 bushels per acre
and +2.5 billion in U.S. ending stocks it's hard for most in the trade to imagine the
Chinese buying enough U.S. corn to really scare the bears. Hence, we are not
getting much bullish market participation on just Chinese buying headlines. It
looks like corn used for ethanol has rebounded but has now leveled off and even
pulled back a touch this past week. As a spec, I'm still holding a small bullish
position but I worry the upside could be limited nearby. There is some talk that the
Iowa crop seems to be dragging a bit compared to earlier comments, but some dry
areas have recently gotten a drink, so perhaps we are playing the game of losing a
little in some parts of the country and gaining a little in other areas. Net-net, it
doesn't seem like much is happening. Personally, I think some areas are still going
to be a bit dry to harvest record yields. Bears however continue to believe the U.S.
yield could average +180 bushels per acre and that is working to keep a large
majority of bulls on the sideline despite the macro landscape turning more bullish
with new highs in gold and a much weaker U.S. dollar. I've included a few good
Iowa graphics below and trying to back up my reasoning and thoughts on why I
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don't see a national yield +180 bushels per acre. As always, I'm wondering if I'm
just talking my own position and hoping to cheer corn prices higher?
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SOYBEAN  bulls are pointing to continued Chinese buying and the largest week of
U.S. new-crop soybean sales since 2016. The argument of good demand by the
bulls is being offset by bears who believe the U.S. yield is heading north of +50.0
bushels per acre. Bears are pointing to adequate rainfall int he extended forecast.
As a bull, I argue with the elevated temps in the forecast, if the rainfall
disappoints, which could easily happen in late-July through late-August, then
prices are undervalued and we continue to push higher. I'm hoping even if the
rains come as forecast, the Chinese buying will continue and it will be strong
enough to hold prices. Obviously, the big problem for price would be the
combination of cooperative U.S. weather through August and some type of major
fallout between U.S. and Chinese leaders that prompted China to stop buying U.S.
soybeans. If that combination were to happen, prices could certainly drop -50
cents to -$1.00 in a real hurry. I'm betting that doesn't happen and that China will
be buying a lot of U.S. soybeans for Oct-Nov-Dec deliveries!  
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WHEAT  prices are chopping around and now trying to find longer-term direction
after rallying about +50 cents off the late-June lows. Bulls want to argue
production problems with key low-cost global producers in parts of Russia and the
European Union. There are also some other pockets of global production concerns
that have the bulls engaged. Bulls also point to the more improved macro
landscape for commodities with a weakening dollar and near all-time highs in gold.
Bears struggle to believe higher prices are the answer with so much global supply
still on the balance sheet. Bears argue that higher U.S. prices will only work to
keep a lid on overall U.S. exports. It's tough to debate this argument or raise the
bear's bet when we know two of the cards they are holding came from the USDA
in the recent July WASDE report i.e. "projected 2020/21 world ending stocks
remain record-large" and "US ending stocks for 2020/21 are projected +17 million
bushels higher than last month at 942 million." In other words, it's going to be
tough for the bears to fold with these two cards in their hand. As a producer, I like
the thought of building a floor on new-crop production and feathering in a few
cash sales if we continue to run higher on perhaps improved macro interest in
commodities and global weather concerns. As a spec, I like the thought of buying
bigger breaks and taking more of a trader's mentality.
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> Senate to Match House on Ag Coronavirus Aid: Senate Agriculture
Appropriations Subcommittee Chairman John Hoeven, R-N.D., told DTN on
Wednesday he believes the Senate coronavirus aid package will contain about the
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same amount of money for agriculture programs as the House HEROES Act, but
the nutrition provisions will be up to the top Senate leadership. In a telephone
interview, Hoeven said USDA can start with the $14 billion that was previously
allocated to the Commodity Credit Corporation and Congress will bump that up so
USDA has about $33 billion to $35 billion in additional money for farmers. Hoeven
said, by his calculations, the HEROES Act passed by the House in late May contains
about $68 billion for agriculture and nutrition and $33 billion of that -- including
the $14 billion in CCC money -- is for aid to farmers and ranchers. USDA could not
use the $14 billion until July 1 but can now use that money to pay out the rest of
the $16.5 billion promised to farmers and ranchers under the Coronavirus Food
Assistance Program (CFAP), Hoeven said. Read more from Progressive Farmer.

> Pork Production Hits Record: USDA's monthly livestock data shows
commercial pork production during June was a record monthly high. That followed
a couple of months of dramatically lower production as several major plants either
closed or reduced hours to fight COVID-19 infections. The USDA says pork
production during June 2020 was 2.400 billion pounds, up +14% from June 2019
with a +12% jump in the slaughter to 11.177 million head and a +3 pound gain in
the average live weight at 288 pounds. Commercial beef production was 2.374
billion pounds, +7% above the year before with a +2% increase in the slaughter
to 2.876 million head and a +52 pound gain in the average live weight at 1,365
pounds. The monthly red meat production total of 4.792 billion pounds was +10%
more than the previous year, with the year to date total now at 26.824 billion
pounds, slightly ahead of last year’s record pace. More details are available HERE.

> China's Wheat Imports Surge to Seven-Year High: China’s monthly wheat
imports jumped to the highest in almost seven years in June, official customs data
showed Thursday, as the world’s largest consumer of the grain seeks to increase
food supplies amid the coronavirus pandemic and take advantage of cheap global
prices. China imported 910,000 tons in June, up +197% on the same month last
year, bringing total imports in the first half of the year to 3.35 million tons, up
+90% y/y, the data showed. China, the top producer of wheat, has been under
pressure to fulfill annual grain import quotas, which include corn and rice, under
WTO commitments. The country lost a dispute last year brought by the U.S. which
argued the quotas were not fully utilized. China has issued 9.6 million tons of low-
tariff-rate quotas for wheat imports -- subject only to 1% import tariff. Corn
imports rose +23% on year to 880,000 tons, bringing shipments in first half to 3.7
million tons, up +17.6% on year. Imports of sorghum, largely used to replace
corn, surged to 680,000 tons, the highest since March 2017. Imports in the first
half were 1.8 million tons, compared with negligible amounts a year earlier. Sugar
imports rose +196% from the year ago to 410,000 tons, bringing shipments in the
first half to 1.2 million tons, up +16% on year. (Source: Bloomberg)

> Russian Farmers Growing Soybeans Near Arctic Tundra: Just below the
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Arctic tundra, in the vast plains that blanket much of northern Russia, a once-
unthinkable business is taking hold: soybean farming. It's the result of years of
rising global temperatures, which are thawing the permafrost and turning the land
into fertile soil, and now Agronomist Gennady Bochkovsky is helping to take the
crop to the next frontier, testing whether the beans can handle the upper areas of
the Moscow region. So far, he says, the results are promising. Soybeans were
planted on 2.7 million in 2019 in central Russia, an 18-fold increase over the past
decade and equal to about 7% of the total cropland in that part of the country.
The government hasn’t yet released data for the latest acreage after plantings
ended last month. Read more from Bloomberg.

> Union Pacific Signal Caution: Union Pacific came out with quarterly earnings
of $1.67 per share yesterday which topped expectations but marks a decline of
-28% from year ago earnings of $2.22. Revenue of $4.24 billion missed consensus
and compares to year ago revenues of $5.60 billion. The railroad expects
improvement in the second half with full-year carload volumes to be down around
-10% compared with 2019, assuming there isn't a second wave of virus-related
economic shutdowns. In the second quarter big freight users such as automakers
were forced to close their factories for weeks in an effort to slow the spread of the
virus. As a result, Union Pacific’s freight revenue fell as pricing gains were offset
by lower volumes and decreased revenue from fuel surcharges, the company said
in a prepared statement. Company executives said on a conference call that
freight volume has been increasing over the last month or so, and the railroad is
recalling employees. However, due to productivity gains that include running fewer
trains that are longer, it's taking fewer employees to do the same work. (Source:
Associated Press)

> Tractor Supply Harvesting Gains: Tractor Supply Co., the largest rural
lifestyle retailer in the U.S., saw sales grow by +35% in the quarter ended June
27, exceeding the high end of analyst estimates. Its net income jumped +54.5%.
Despite its name, the retailer sells everything ranging from pet food, gardening
materials to live poultry and apparel. That has worked to its advantage during the
coronavirus pandemic. Its stores also tend to be located in rural areas with less
competition; smaller rural retailers weren’t able to fulfill demand in some cases,
leading some new customers to Tractor Supply, the company noted on Thursday
morning’s earnings call. Lifestyle changes resulting from the pandemic also worked
in Tractor Supply’s favor. Tractor Supply’s chief executive said on Thursday’s call
that the company saw a +14% year-over-year increase in new customers last
quarter, the fastest pace in the 82-year-old company’s history. Read more from
The Wall Street Journal.

> What Could Send Home Prices Tumbling: Home sales have lagged since the
outbreak of the virus in March but — more importantly to individual buyers and
sellers — home prices have actually risen. With the virus showing no signs of
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letting up, forecasters now believe that the pandemic could cause home prices to
drop in 2021. The belated decline would come as a result of prolonged economic
damage and rising uncertainty over the federal government’s longterm
commitment to the policies that have kept housing markets afloat over the last
four months. Corelogic’s forecast predicts home prices nationally will have fallen
-6.6% year-over-year by May 2021. A forecast by Haus shows home prices
dropping between -0.5 and -2.5% from October 2020 to July 2021. The exact
figures, however, are less important than the explanation behind the expected
drop. Read more from Curbed.  

> Airlines Losing Billions: American Airlines and Southwest Airlines on Thursday
posted quarterly losses and their CEOs warned about slipping demand as
coronavirus cases rise in many parts of the U.S. Revenue tumbled at both Texas-
based carriers during the second quarter, dropping more than -86% in the quarter
at American to $1.6 billion from close to $12 billion a year earlier. Southwest’s
sales fell nearly -83% to a little over a $1 billion from $5.9 billion last year. The
CEOs of both airlines don’t expect a full recovery in demand until there’s a vaccine
or treatment for Covid-19. Southwest Airlines said it’s preserving its record of
never furloughing workers in its nearly five decades of flying, at least for now.
That’s thanks to close to 17,000 employees who have taken partially-paid
voluntary time off or buyouts. Airlines are prohibited from laying off or furloughing
workers through Sept. 30 under the terms of a $25 billion federal aid package
designed to protect jobs. American Airlines last week warned 25,000 employees
their jobs could be at risk. Read more from CNBC.

> Anne Taylor Parent Company Files for Bankruptcy: The parent company of
Ann Taylor and Loft, Ascena Retail Group, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection Thursday morning, marking the latest apparel maker to be pushed to
the brink during the coronavirus pandemic. In total, Ascena has 2,800 stores
across the U.S. and Canada, many of them in shopping malls and outlet centers.
Ascena said Thursday it plans to permanently close a “significant” number of
Justice stores, along with certain Ann Taylor, Loft, Lane Bryant and Lou & Grey
stores during its restructuring. It added that it will be permanently closing all of its
stores, across brands, in Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico. The final number of
store closings, it said, will be determined based on “the ability of Ascena and its
landlords to reach agreement on sustainable lease structures.” Read more from
CNBC.  

> E-Bikes are the New Hot Thing: The US is entering the era of the electric
bicycle. The favored conveyance of New York City delivery workers, the e-bike has
now gone mainstream: Sales in America have outpaced conventional bikes for
three years running. While conventional bike sales declined slightly in 2018 and
2019, e-bikes soared more than 50%, according to data from market research
firm NPD. And they’ve gone into overdrive during the coronavirus pandemic. E-
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bike sales have more than doubled since January, outpacing even huge sales
growth in conventional bicycles. The US is following the global trajectory.
Consulting firm Deloitte is predicting a “surge” of 130 million e-bike sales in the
next three years. By 2023, it expects 300 million e-bikes to be on the streets,
compared to less than 10 million electric vehicles (including cars and trucks). That
would make e-bikes the best selling electric conveyances in the world by the end
of the year, a prediction Deloitte made even before the pandemic turbo-boosted
sales. Read more HERE.
 
> Michael Jordan Sneakers Hitting Auction Block: Beginning July 23, famed
auction house Christie's has publicly launched its Gamechangers series, paying
homage to the greatest athletes of all time. The series will start with two online
auctions: "For Love of the Game," a private exhibition lasting from July 20 to
August 14, and "The Athlete: Photographs by Walter Looss Jr.," which will run
from July 23 to August 11. The first auction in the series is "Original Air: Michael
Jordan Game-Worn and Player Exclusive Sneakers Rarities," in which 11 of the
basketball legend's sneakers will be sold. The shoes are deemed the "rarest of the
rare" by the auctioneers, and proceeds from the sale's top lots will benefit the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund. Get a sneak peek HERE. 
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Northeast Indiana - Somehow the big rains keep splitting and going around us.
We are in the US30/US24 corridor and could use a nice all day soak for the crops
and to revive the pasture from its current brown to green. The city of Fort Wayne,
IN will get an inch and our area gets a tenth. Our corn was put in early in the
neighborhood and fully tasseled yesterday so we are thankful for the cooler temps
that came behind the last weather system. We no-till with a cover crop so our corn
seems to be better hydrated than those who made two passes over their field
before planting a day before we did this spring. Yesterday we learned it could be
much worse as we had to make a trip to Ann Arbor and just seven miles from
home, heading East on US24, the crops take a severe turn to the worse. From
about six miles from the IN/OH line to 35 miles into Ohio along the highway, a lot
of the corn was popping out their tassels but the fence along the highway was
nearly the same height as the corn. We may be dry but the fields we went by
yesterday made home look like the Garden of Eden.

Central Illinois - We have had about all the rain we can handle in my little area
but if you go north or west of me 40 miles, they can't buy the rain. The problem is
every storm comes with a bit of wind and hail. We were out looking at some beans
with my insurance guy, who has been in a lot of fields this year, and mine were
about the biggest he's seen this year. A lot of beans were planted the first 2 weeks
of April which should push our yields upwards of 80 bushels give or take. Almost
all the corn that was planted in the middle of May was very uneven on their stand
and now guys are seeing uneven pollination and a lot of blank spots are showing
up. Don't get me wrong, we will have a good crop, but it won't be a 2018 type of
crop. 

Northeast North Dakota - The wheat is questionable at the moment. Nothing
has been harvested up here yet but it all looks thin or drown out in spots. We have
seen a lot of edible beans drown out this year, which is unfortunate because prices
are pretty darn good. I would say 10% of the fields are drowned out this year. We
have had plenty of rain and now they are telling us more is coming. Hopefully,
guys will be able to get wheat out without totally destroying the ground but to me
it's looking like we might see a few ruts cut. Harvest is a few weeks off so maybe
it will stop raining long enough for wheat harvest.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: I shave every day, but my beard stays the same. What am
I?

 

 
It's Happening... "Greenery" Offers Producers a Turnkey Container Farm 
More and more people are starting to find ways to grow their own food. From
restaurant owners to local communities, I'm hearing and seeing more people take
a genuine interest in growing plants, food, etc... Perhaps it the advancement of
technology or the grassroots effort to "go green"   

Step inside Freight Farm's "Greenery", the version 2.0 container farm, and you'll
quickly see that within the same standard 320 sq. ft. footprint, the unit offers
farmers 70% more growing space, advancing the limits of production. After
spending years collecting data as well as documenting the experience of hundreds
of farmers in its global network, Freight Farms saw the potential to blueprint
entirely new farm components previously unavailable to the industry. 

Packing the equivalent of 3.5 acres worth of produce into the small space, the
Greenery requires less than five gallons of water a day. I'm told farmers are now
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able to tailor-fit growing conditions through an operating system that can influence
the flavor, as well as the color, texture and size of the crops. In fact, Freight Farms
has standardized recipes you can load to control nutrient and CO2 levels as well as
controlling light and water schedules. 

Freight Farms technology is making it easier to bring people closer to their food
source, especially with year-round production featuring fresh, sustainably-grown,
and flavorful greens. With consumer trends leaning in this direction, I think this
could be a possible play for those who are nearer urban settings and can set up
contracts directly with end-users. Keep in mind this hydroponic growing system
operates independently from land, climate, and season with the power to bring
local food production, something all the millennials are looking for. Interestingly,
this turnkey operation can also be operated remotely, meaning you can Freight
Farms do your work for you while you receive the benefits. 

From what I understand, the increased spacing is possible as the Greenery is now
equipped with lightweight growing panels that are movable using a rack-and-
pinion system, allowing growers to harvest larger plants than previously possible.
At the moment, the Greenery sells for $104,000, and the price is expected to
increase starting next year. Reports are that they sold out of their initial production
run and that there is a waiting list for the next 60. Watch a ten-second video that
takes you inside the Greenery HERE and you can learn more at Freight Farms
website HERE, where there is lots of good information on how to use the
transportable growing container.
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A Look Back... Many of Us Witnessed Greatness with the "Magnificent 7" 
I remember the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia, like it was yesterday.
One of the biggest highlights was the U.S. women's gymnastics team bringing
home the first-ever Olympic gold in late-July almost a quarter-century ago. The
"Magnificent 7", as they became known, included Shannon Miller, Dominique
Moceanu, Dominique Dawes, Kerri Strug, Amy Chow, Amanda Borden, and Jaycie
Phelps. The historic win was led by "Spark Plug" Strug with a gutsy vault that is to
this day considered THE iconic moment in U.S. gymnastics history.

Eight years earlier, Mary Lou Retton became the first-ever American woman to win
the all-around gold medal at the Olympics. However, the team that year only
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achieved a silver and the Olympics that year had been boycotted by the reigning
champion Soviet Union team. The Soviets had won the event in every Olympics it
had participated in since 1952. The U.S. women also faced strong competition
from Romania, a two-time world champion, just like Russia. Needless to say, a
gold medal win for team USA was considered a long shot.

The 1996 team arrived in Atlanta about a week before the Olympics began. One
thing to understand is that up to that moment, they had all strictly been
competitors. The relative strangers and former rivals also had different coaches
and two of the gymnasts, Moceanu and Strug, were kept separate from the others
leading up to the competition.

During the final competition on July 23, Team USA managed to hold the top
position up until the final round. With only a narrow lead over Russia, Maceanu
was the fourth to perform on vault, following strong showings by Chow, Miller, and
Dawes. However, Maceanu was under-rotated and fell backward on both her vault
attempts. The score of 9.20 left open the possibility that Russia, which was still
performing on floor, could come from behind to win if they scored a perfect 10. It
was up to Strug to secure the gold.

Performing the same vault as Maceanu, Strug also struggled to stick the landing
and stumbled backward on her first attempt. What no one else knew at the time is
that Strug heard a "pop" from her ankle on that failed landing. She had one
chance left to clinch the gold for her team, though, and it was this heroic moment
that truly turned them into the "Magnificent 7."

As Strug told it years later, she set up for her second vault, whispering the positive
affirmations she’d been taught by a sports psychologist: You will do this. You’re
strong. You’re fast. Then she took off as her teammates watched from the end of
the runway. No one knew how hurt she really was. Her ankle felt loose, almost
unattached. She worried about falling. She told herself, "Make it to the
springboard." And she did, executing a nearly perfect one-and-a-half twisting
Yurchenko and finally sticking the landing. She saluted the judges before
collapsing onto the mat in pain as the crowd in Atlanta was going wild over her
9.712 score, guaranteeing Team USA the gold!

Strug was carried to the hospital tent but she was adamant about not missing the
medal ceremony. She recalls telling doctors not to damage her lucky vaulting
shoes. When the final scores were announced, coach Bela Karolyi carried the 4-
foot-8 Strug to the podium. Strug says it was a moment she dreamed of since she
watched Mary Lou in the 1984 Olympics. You can watch a video of Strug's
incredible performance HERE. 
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Remembering Country Music Legend Charlie Daniels
Our office was closed and out on summer vacation when country music legend Charlie Daniels passed away
in his home state of Tennessee earlier this month. A few folks wrote in wondering how come I never
mentioned his passing in the report. I have to apologize because I actually made a note to do some research
and include a story when we returned. This getting old thing is interesting, I guess I'm going to start having to
leave myself notes to remind myself about my notes. In any regards, I know many of us grew up listening to
some good ol Charlie Daniels and he will certainly be missed and his music always appreciated.   

Daniels is probably best known for his dueling-fiddle tune “The Devil Went Down to Georgia ”. You have to
watch this youtube from back in the day, shot in Saratoga Springs in 1979, when the song was first released
and propelled Daniels to superstar heights when it hit the airwaves. Daniels was inducted into the Grand Ole
Opry in 2008 and has a long list of awards and honors from the Country Music Association and Academy of
Country Music. The 83-year-old musician was also a husband of 56 years, a father to one son, an active
philanthropist, and owner of the successful Twin Pines Ranch he and wife Hazel built just outside of
Nashville. 
 
The legendary musician, singer, and songwriter was born in 1936, in Wilmington, North Carolina, where his
mother was a homemaker and his father was a lumberjack. His father played both fiddle and guitar, which a
young Charlie also picked up, adding other instruments to his repertoire as he grew older. Daniels said he
never had a single formal lesson. Instead, he learned to play by ear, listening to "anybody who could play
three more notes than me." After graduating in 1955, he hit the road with his band the Jaguars and never
looked back.

Daniels spent his entire adult life in the music business. One of his early breaks came when a song he co-
wrote, "It Hurts Me," was recorded by Elvis Presley in 1964. His collaborator on the tune was Joy Byers, wife
of producer Bob Johnston who worked with the likes of Bob Dylan and Johnny Cash. Daniels moved to
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Nashville in 1967 at Johnston's urging, where he established a successful career as a session musician,
appearing on recordings for Dylan and Leonard Cohen, among many others.

The Charlie Daniels Band was formed in 1971 and gained a somewhat underground following among the
Southern rock and bluegrass crowds where Daniels' counterculture views and championing of the underdog
were well received. He had a handful of hits off his early 70s albums, including "The South's Gonna Do It
Again" and "Long Haired Country Boy" from the 1974 album Fire on the Mountain. Daniels also gained a lot
of attention for his fiddle playing on Hank Williams, Jr.'s 1975 album Hank Williams, Jr. and Friends.

In 1979, "The Devil Went Down to Georgia" accomplished a rare feat for a country song - after becoming a
number one hit on the Hot Country Singles chart, it crossed the divide onto pop radio airwaves and became a
top hit there as well. The recording won a Grammy Award for best country vocal. It was such a huge hit, the
Charlie Daniels Band performed it in a cameo appearance for the 1980 film, “Urban Cowboy” starring John
Travolta. My mom absolutely loved that movie and I remember her watching it many times. You can see the
Charlie Daniels Band play their hit single in the movie Urban Cowboy  HERE. Watching Daniels play is still
mesmerizing!

Daniels told a great story a few years ago that highlights how humble he was about his musical talents. After
"Devil" had become a hit, he recalled being confused when someone told him that classical violin virtuoso
Itzhak Perlman was trying to reach him. Daniels was shocked Perlman even knew who he was.

"When I called him back, Mr. Perlman said, 'I just want you to know that my children and myself are fans of
yours.'" Daniels said when he got off the phone, "I stood there as if someone had hit me in the face with a
cold mullet. I couldn’t fathom how he knew who I was. And if he did, I just assumed he would have said to
himself, 'My gosh, listen to this guy. He’s horrible.'" As far as Daniels is concerned, "Mr. Perlman is the best
fiddle player there is."

In the decades since, Charlie Daniels and his bandmates put out nearly two dozen more recordings that
produced numerous other hits. Daniels in the latter half of his life became very outspoken about his political
views, which resulted in more than a couple of controversial songs and even a couple of books. He was
involved in countless philanthropic and charitable endeavors, including his Volunteer Jam benefit-concert
series, which helped raise money for  The Journey Home Project, a non-profit Daniels co-founded to support
veterans of the U.S. armed forces.

Maybe lesser known to the general public, Charlie Daniels also owned the Twin Pines Ranch , which he
called his most favorite place on earth. He and wife Hazel bought the property in 1976, building it into a
Texas-style working ranch about 30 miles outside of Nashville.  Daniels was a big fan of the American Paint
Horse and devoted more than 25 years to raising them. He once said the reason he was so fond of the breed
was that he liked driving from his house to the road, looking out into the pasture, and seeing all the color.
They also raise Corriente and Hereford cattle. Equestrian Living did a big story on the ranch back in 2016 that
is available  HERE. For an interesting look back at the early years of Twin Pines Ranch, check out this 1987
article that Western Horseman just recently published on their website  HERE.
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ANSWER to riddle: A barber.
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"Because we can do things doesn’t always mean that we should. Many scientists
today are too concerned with whether they can, and they don’t stop to ask if they
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continue to climb and money shows signs of rotating. Data yesterday showed new
unemployment claims climbed for the first time in 15 weeks. At the very least, the
trade is now thinking job gains in July will be much less than in June, with the
potential for the economy to have actually lost jobs for the month as more states
backpedal on the re-opening. Bears are quick to remind the trade, the current
unemployment rate of +11% is higher than it ever got during the last great
financial crisis. the fear is we flatline here at around10% unemployment into
yearend and or early 2021 or until we get a vaccine, there could be much more
economic fallout and a great deal more of government stimulus needed. Most
economists are saying the U.S. consumer has fully spent the spring stimulus
payment and the additional +$600 a week in unemployment is set to expire this
weekend. Meaning many U.S. consumers could soon find themselves in very deep
and rough waters.  Bulls are hoping that leaders in Washington can quickly agree
on the next wave of coronavirus stimulus. The market is wanting to see another
direct payment to U.S. consumers, a portion of the extra +$600 per week to the
unemployed staying available, and some additional business perks and tax
benefits. It feels like the trade wants to see the total next round of stimulus in the
$1 to  $2 trillion range. I've heard some traders say anything less than $1.5 trillion
will disappoint the bulls and the stock market will pull back. Stay tuned...
lawmakers are saying they might not have an agreement until early next month.
At the same time, money appears to be rotating. More traders and large investors
are looking at the U.S. dollar which has fallen through what many viewed as major
technical support. At the same time, silver has exploded higher this week and gold
looks poised to perhaps test all-time highs very soon. In other words, there seems
to be a larger rotation of money and we could see a very bullish commodity
landscape. We have to continue to pay close attention. Earnings today include
American Express, Honeywell, Nextera Energy, and Verizon. Next week brings an
earnings deluge with over 300 companies reporting, including nig names like ADM,
Alphabet (Google), Amazon, Apple, Boeing, Caterpillar, Chevron, CME Group,
Colgate-Palmolive, Dunkin Brands, Ebay, Electronic Arts, Eli Lilly, Exxon, Facebook,
Ford, General Electric, General Motors, Gilead, Kraft Heinz, Mastercard,
McDonalds, Merck, MGM Resorts, Paypal, Pfizer, Procter & Gamble, Qualcomm,
Raytheon, Royal Dutch Shell, Sherwin Williams, Shopify, Spotify, Starbucks,
Teledoc Health, UPS, Visa ...just to name a few! Economic data for today is light
with June New Home Sales being the only relevant new info. Analysts expect the
annual rate to come in at 700,000 compared to a previous 676,000. Next week
brings several highly anticipated releases, top among them being the Federal
Reserve's latest policy decision following the Federal Open Market Committee's two
day policy meeting July 28-29. Key data for the week includes June Durable Goods
Orders on Monday; July Consumer Confidence on Tuesday; June Pending Home
Sales on Wednesday; the first read on second quarter GDP on Thursday; and June
Personal Income and Outlays and the final read on July Consumer Sentiment on
Friday.
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Whale in the Silver Market: Word on the street is that silver bull Eric Sprott jumped in the waters in a
big way this week buying a supposed 75 million ounces and pushing prices well above $22.50 for the
first time since 2013. Gold has pushed to its highest level since 2011 when futures traded to a record
north of $1,910 per ounce.  

More States and Businesses Requiring Masks: I heard yesterday the NFL will require fans to wear
masks at all games. Indiana and Minnesota now going to statewide mask mandates. 

President Trump Cancels GOP Convention Events in Jacksonville, FL - President Trump said that
he is canceling the Jacksonville, Fla., portion of the coming Republican National Convention, citing
increasing coronavirus cases in the state. The president said delegates would still travel to Charlotte,
N.C., the initial site of the convention, on Monday, Aug. 24 to formally nominate him for president. Mr.
Trump said he will still give a speech, but didn’t offer other details. (Source: The Wall Street Journal) 

Mike Tyson Returns to the Ring: Former undisputed heavyweight champion Mike
Tyson is making a comeback. Tyson (50-6) has confirmed he will fight Roy Jones Jr. (66-
9) in an eight-round exhibition on September 12th at Dignity Health Sports Park in
Carson, California. Remember, Tyson is 54-years-old and Jones Jr. is 51-years-old. I
should also mention, Jones last stepped into the ring in 2018 and is considered by many
boxing historians to be the best pound for pound fighter ever  and left his mark in the sport's
history when he won the WBA heavyweight title in 2003, becoming the first former middleweight
champion to win a heavyweight title in 106 years. Tyson hasn’t had a professional fight since
June 2005. The fight will be broadcasted on pay-per-view as well as multimedia platform
Triller. In addition, Triller will also show a 10-part docuseries leading up to the
fight. According to a person familiar with the terms, Triller paid north of $50 million for exclusive
streaming rights for the exhibition.  Tyson is opening up as the -350 favorite, which means
gamblers would need to bet $350 on Tyson to win a $100 profit. Click HERE to watch one
of Tyson's comeback training videos! Pretty crazy how well he can still move #Beast ... 
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Five Largest Stocks Account for 22% of S&P 500: The five largest stocks now account for 22
percent of the S&P 500’s market cap. The soaring rise of Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Facebook and
Microsoft — which all set new highs this month — has led to a record degree of market concentration,
according to a new research note from Goldman Sachs. This concentration makes the market
“vulnerable to an idiosyncratic shock,” Goldman’s analysts write. If the top five stocks were to fall by
-10%, the bottom 100 of the S&P would need to rise by +90% just to keep the index flat. Also worth
noting, CNBC points out that six of the largest tech stocks (previous 5 + Tesla) now account for almost
half the value of the Nasdaq 100. The six now make up almost 41% of the Nasdaq, which has over
2,700 member companies. Microsoft and Tesla just reported earnings results Wednesday. Apple,
Amazon, Alphabet, and Facebook follow next week. Read more HERE. It should also be noted that on
Monday, the CEOs of Alphabet, Amazon, Apple and Facebook will testify before Congress as part of
an investigation into “the dominance of a small number of digital platforms and the adequacy of
existing antitrust laws and enforcement.” Learn more about that HERE. 
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Institutional Investors Boosting Hedge Fund Allocations: Institutional
investors preparing for a continued economic downturn in the second half of
the year are turning to a long-disparaged asset class for safe haven. About
half of asset allocators surveyed by Bloomberg Mandates said they have
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increased investments in hedge funds or are planning to this year. The June
report surveyed 50 institutional investors, mostly single or multi-family
offices, from around the globe. Part of the growing interest in the asset class
is more market volatility, with investors leery that an uptick in coronavirus
cases, continued social unrest, as well as the upcoming U.S. elections, may
lead to a downturn. In fact, a majority of investors are certain of it. Ninety-
four percent of the 50 investors surveyed by Bloomberg Mandates said they
are sure the global economy will contract by the end of the year. About half
believe it could shrink by -10% to -20%. Those investors are now piling into
an asset class that has been on the decline for years. Read more HERE.  

Are Transportation Stocks Sending a Bearish Signal? Dow Jones
Transportation Average (DJTA) railroad components are trading lower after
second quarter 2020 earnings, with CSX Corporation (CSX) and Union Pacific
Corporation (UNP) beating profit estimates while coming up short on
revenues. Revenues crashed around 25% year over year at both operations,
highlighting a recessionary environment that may continue well into 2021.
Union Pacific warned that fiscal year 2020 carload volumes will drop 10% or
so from 2019 levels, while CSX warned that capital spending will come in at
the "low end" of current guidance. Transportation stocks are "canaries in the
coalmine" for the U.S. economic outlook, with shipping volume rising during
periods of expansion and shrinking during recessions and downturns.
Analysts expect similar reports from other transportation companies in
coming weeks, highlighting the ongoing impact of the pandemic. Read more
HERE.  

World's Wealth Looks Increasingly Unnatural: Some economists have
attempted to put a dollar figure on the value of the world’s land, forests,
fisheries, minerals and fossil fuels. Their work has fed into the Inclusive
Wealth project, initiated by the United Nations, which estimates the world’s
natural capital amounted to over $91 trillion in 2014, or over $13,000 per
person. According to the report, 47% of the world’s natural capital comprises
fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, and coal) and minerals (copper, gold, iron and so
on) that took an eternity to form and will not be replaced. From 1990 to
2014, the stock of natural capital per person fell in 128 out of the 140
countries in the report. In a future of continued high energy demand, the
world will continue to grow wealthier, but natural assets will diminish rapidly
as a share of its portfolio. A typical person in one of today’s high-income
countries will have -21% less natural capital at their disposal in 2040 than
they do today. In other, poorer countries they will have -17% less. According
to these projections, only 12 countries will increase their stock of natural
capital per person over the next two decades. And in 39 countries, including
resource superpowers like Brazil, Russia, and Saudi Arabia, the stock will fall
by over -30%. Read more from The Economist.  
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CORN  bulls continue to believe Chinese demand could ultimately be stronger than
most in the trade are anticipating. The problem is will it be enough to shake the
bears? As long as we have an estimated new-crop yield of +178 bushels per acre
and +2.5 billion in U.S. ending stocks it's hard for most in the trade to imagine the
Chinese buying enough U.S. corn to really scare the bears. Hence, we are not
getting much bullish market participation on just Chinese buying headlines. It
looks like corn used for ethanol has rebounded but has now leveled off and even
pulled back a touch this past week. As a spec, I'm still holding a small bullish
position but I worry the upside could be limited nearby. There is some talk that the
Iowa crop seems to be dragging a bit compared to earlier comments, but some dry
areas have recently gotten a drink, so perhaps we are playing the game of losing a
little in some parts of the country and gaining a little in other areas. Net-net, it
doesn't seem like much is happening. Personally, I think some areas are still going
to be a bit dry to harvest record yields. Bears however continue to believe the U.S.
yield could average +180 bushels per acre and that is working to keep a large
majority of bulls on the sideline despite the macro landscape turning more bullish
with new highs in gold and a much weaker U.S. dollar. I've included a few good
Iowa graphics below and trying to back up my reasoning and thoughts on why I
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don't see a national yield +180 bushels per acre. As always, I'm wondering if I'm
just talking my own position and hoping to cheer corn prices higher?
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SOYBEAN  bulls are pointing to continued Chinese buying and the largest week of
U.S. new-crop soybean sales since 2016. The argument of good demand by the
bulls is being offset by bears who believe the U.S. yield is heading north of +50.0
bushels per acre. Bears are pointing to adequate rainfall int he extended forecast.
As a bull, I argue with the elevated temps in the forecast, if the rainfall
disappoints, which could easily happen in late-July through late-August, then
prices are undervalued and we continue to push higher. I'm hoping even if the
rains come as forecast, the Chinese buying will continue and it will be strong
enough to hold prices. Obviously, the big problem for price would be the
combination of cooperative U.S. weather through August and some type of major
fallout between U.S. and Chinese leaders that prompted China to stop buying U.S.
soybeans. If that combination were to happen, prices could certainly drop -50
cents to -$1.00 in a real hurry. I'm betting that doesn't happen and that China will
be buying a lot of U.S. soybeans for Oct-Nov-Dec deliveries!  
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WHEAT  prices are chopping around and now trying to find longer-term direction
after rallying about +50 cents off the late-June lows. Bulls want to argue
production problems with key low-cost global producers in parts of Russia and the
European Union. There are also some other pockets of global production concerns
that have the bulls engaged. Bulls also point to the more improved macro
landscape for commodities with a weakening dollar and near all-time highs in gold.
Bears struggle to believe higher prices are the answer with so much global supply
still on the balance sheet. Bears argue that higher U.S. prices will only work to
keep a lid on overall U.S. exports. It's tough to debate this argument or raise the
bear's bet when we know two of the cards they are holding came from the USDA
in the recent July WASDE report i.e. "projected 2020/21 world ending stocks
remain record-large" and "US ending stocks for 2020/21 are projected +17 million
bushels higher than last month at 942 million." In other words, it's going to be
tough for the bears to fold with these two cards in their hand. As a producer, I like
the thought of building a floor on new-crop production and feathering in a few
cash sales if we continue to run higher on perhaps improved macro interest in
commodities and global weather concerns. As a spec, I like the thought of buying
bigger breaks and taking more of a trader's mentality.
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> Senate to Match House on Ag Coronavirus Aid: Senate Agriculture
Appropriations Subcommittee Chairman John Hoeven, R-N.D., told DTN on
Wednesday he believes the Senate coronavirus aid package will contain about the
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same amount of money for agriculture programs as the House HEROES Act, but
the nutrition provisions will be up to the top Senate leadership. In a telephone
interview, Hoeven said USDA can start with the $14 billion that was previously
allocated to the Commodity Credit Corporation and Congress will bump that up so
USDA has about $33 billion to $35 billion in additional money for farmers. Hoeven
said, by his calculations, the HEROES Act passed by the House in late May contains
about $68 billion for agriculture and nutrition and $33 billion of that -- including
the $14 billion in CCC money -- is for aid to farmers and ranchers. USDA could not
use the $14 billion until July 1 but can now use that money to pay out the rest of
the $16.5 billion promised to farmers and ranchers under the Coronavirus Food
Assistance Program (CFAP), Hoeven said. Read more from Progressive Farmer.

> Pork Production Hits Record: USDA's monthly livestock data shows
commercial pork production during June was a record monthly high. That followed
a couple of months of dramatically lower production as several major plants either
closed or reduced hours to fight COVID-19 infections. The USDA says pork
production during June 2020 was 2.400 billion pounds, up +14% from June 2019
with a +12% jump in the slaughter to 11.177 million head and a +3 pound gain in
the average live weight at 288 pounds. Commercial beef production was 2.374
billion pounds, +7% above the year before with a +2% increase in the slaughter
to 2.876 million head and a +52 pound gain in the average live weight at 1,365
pounds. The monthly red meat production total of 4.792 billion pounds was +10%
more than the previous year, with the year to date total now at 26.824 billion
pounds, slightly ahead of last year’s record pace. More details are available HERE.

> China's Wheat Imports Surge to Seven-Year High: China’s monthly wheat
imports jumped to the highest in almost seven years in June, official customs data
showed Thursday, as the world’s largest consumer of the grain seeks to increase
food supplies amid the coronavirus pandemic and take advantage of cheap global
prices. China imported 910,000 tons in June, up +197% on the same month last
year, bringing total imports in the first half of the year to 3.35 million tons, up
+90% y/y, the data showed. China, the top producer of wheat, has been under
pressure to fulfill annual grain import quotas, which include corn and rice, under
WTO commitments. The country lost a dispute last year brought by the U.S. which
argued the quotas were not fully utilized. China has issued 9.6 million tons of low-
tariff-rate quotas for wheat imports -- subject only to 1% import tariff. Corn
imports rose +23% on year to 880,000 tons, bringing shipments in first half to 3.7
million tons, up +17.6% on year. Imports of sorghum, largely used to replace
corn, surged to 680,000 tons, the highest since March 2017. Imports in the first
half were 1.8 million tons, compared with negligible amounts a year earlier. Sugar
imports rose +196% from the year ago to 410,000 tons, bringing shipments in the
first half to 1.2 million tons, up +16% on year. (Source: Bloomberg)

> Russian Farmers Growing Soybeans Near Arctic Tundra: Just below the
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Arctic tundra, in the vast plains that blanket much of northern Russia, a once-
unthinkable business is taking hold: soybean farming. It's the result of years of
rising global temperatures, which are thawing the permafrost and turning the land
into fertile soil, and now Agronomist Gennady Bochkovsky is helping to take the
crop to the next frontier, testing whether the beans can handle the upper areas of
the Moscow region. So far, he says, the results are promising. Soybeans were
planted on 2.7 million in 2019 in central Russia, an 18-fold increase over the past
decade and equal to about 7% of the total cropland in that part of the country.
The government hasn’t yet released data for the latest acreage after plantings
ended last month. Read more from Bloomberg.

> Union Pacific Signal Caution: Union Pacific came out with quarterly earnings
of $1.67 per share yesterday which topped expectations but marks a decline of
-28% from year ago earnings of $2.22. Revenue of $4.24 billion missed consensus
and compares to year ago revenues of $5.60 billion. The railroad expects
improvement in the second half with full-year carload volumes to be down around
-10% compared with 2019, assuming there isn't a second wave of virus-related
economic shutdowns. In the second quarter big freight users such as automakers
were forced to close their factories for weeks in an effort to slow the spread of the
virus. As a result, Union Pacific’s freight revenue fell as pricing gains were offset
by lower volumes and decreased revenue from fuel surcharges, the company said
in a prepared statement. Company executives said on a conference call that
freight volume has been increasing over the last month or so, and the railroad is
recalling employees. However, due to productivity gains that include running fewer
trains that are longer, it's taking fewer employees to do the same work. (Source:
Associated Press)

> Tractor Supply Harvesting Gains: Tractor Supply Co., the largest rural
lifestyle retailer in the U.S., saw sales grow by +35% in the quarter ended June
27, exceeding the high end of analyst estimates. Its net income jumped +54.5%.
Despite its name, the retailer sells everything ranging from pet food, gardening
materials to live poultry and apparel. That has worked to its advantage during the
coronavirus pandemic. Its stores also tend to be located in rural areas with less
competition; smaller rural retailers weren’t able to fulfill demand in some cases,
leading some new customers to Tractor Supply, the company noted on Thursday
morning’s earnings call. Lifestyle changes resulting from the pandemic also worked
in Tractor Supply’s favor. Tractor Supply’s chief executive said on Thursday’s call
that the company saw a +14% year-over-year increase in new customers last
quarter, the fastest pace in the 82-year-old company’s history. Read more from
The Wall Street Journal.

> What Could Send Home Prices Tumbling: Home sales have lagged since the
outbreak of the virus in March but — more importantly to individual buyers and
sellers — home prices have actually risen. With the virus showing no signs of
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letting up, forecasters now believe that the pandemic could cause home prices to
drop in 2021. The belated decline would come as a result of prolonged economic
damage and rising uncertainty over the federal government’s longterm
commitment to the policies that have kept housing markets afloat over the last
four months. Corelogic’s forecast predicts home prices nationally will have fallen
-6.6% year-over-year by May 2021. A forecast by Haus shows home prices
dropping between -0.5 and -2.5% from October 2020 to July 2021. The exact
figures, however, are less important than the explanation behind the expected
drop. Read more from Curbed.  

> Airlines Losing Billions: American Airlines and Southwest Airlines on Thursday
posted quarterly losses and their CEOs warned about slipping demand as
coronavirus cases rise in many parts of the U.S. Revenue tumbled at both Texas-
based carriers during the second quarter, dropping more than -86% in the quarter
at American to $1.6 billion from close to $12 billion a year earlier. Southwest’s
sales fell nearly -83% to a little over a $1 billion from $5.9 billion last year. The
CEOs of both airlines don’t expect a full recovery in demand until there’s a vaccine
or treatment for Covid-19. Southwest Airlines said it’s preserving its record of
never furloughing workers in its nearly five decades of flying, at least for now.
That’s thanks to close to 17,000 employees who have taken partially-paid
voluntary time off or buyouts. Airlines are prohibited from laying off or furloughing
workers through Sept. 30 under the terms of a $25 billion federal aid package
designed to protect jobs. American Airlines last week warned 25,000 employees
their jobs could be at risk. Read more from CNBC.

> Anne Taylor Parent Company Files for Bankruptcy: The parent company of
Ann Taylor and Loft, Ascena Retail Group, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection Thursday morning, marking the latest apparel maker to be pushed to
the brink during the coronavirus pandemic. In total, Ascena has 2,800 stores
across the U.S. and Canada, many of them in shopping malls and outlet centers.
Ascena said Thursday it plans to permanently close a “significant” number of
Justice stores, along with certain Ann Taylor, Loft, Lane Bryant and Lou & Grey
stores during its restructuring. It added that it will be permanently closing all of its
stores, across brands, in Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico. The final number of
store closings, it said, will be determined based on “the ability of Ascena and its
landlords to reach agreement on sustainable lease structures.” Read more from
CNBC.  

> E-Bikes are the New Hot Thing: The US is entering the era of the electric
bicycle. The favored conveyance of New York City delivery workers, the e-bike has
now gone mainstream: Sales in America have outpaced conventional bikes for
three years running. While conventional bike sales declined slightly in 2018 and
2019, e-bikes soared more than 50%, according to data from market research
firm NPD. And they’ve gone into overdrive during the coronavirus pandemic. E-
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bike sales have more than doubled since January, outpacing even huge sales
growth in conventional bicycles. The US is following the global trajectory.
Consulting firm Deloitte is predicting a “surge” of 130 million e-bike sales in the
next three years. By 2023, it expects 300 million e-bikes to be on the streets,
compared to less than 10 million electric vehicles (including cars and trucks). That
would make e-bikes the best selling electric conveyances in the world by the end
of the year, a prediction Deloitte made even before the pandemic turbo-boosted
sales. Read more HERE.
 
> Michael Jordan Sneakers Hitting Auction Block: Beginning July 23, famed
auction house Christie's has publicly launched its Gamechangers series, paying
homage to the greatest athletes of all time. The series will start with two online
auctions: "For Love of the Game," a private exhibition lasting from July 20 to
August 14, and "The Athlete: Photographs by Walter Looss Jr.," which will run
from July 23 to August 11. The first auction in the series is "Original Air: Michael
Jordan Game-Worn and Player Exclusive Sneakers Rarities," in which 11 of the
basketball legend's sneakers will be sold. The shoes are deemed the "rarest of the
rare" by the auctioneers, and proceeds from the sale's top lots will benefit the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund. Get a sneak peek HERE. 
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Northeast Indiana - Somehow the big rains keep splitting and going around us.
We are in the US30/US24 corridor and could use a nice all day soak for the crops
and to revive the pasture from its current brown to green. The city of Fort Wayne,
IN will get an inch and our area gets a tenth. Our corn was put in early in the
neighborhood and fully tasseled yesterday so we are thankful for the cooler temps
that came behind the last weather system. We no-till with a cover crop so our corn
seems to be better hydrated than those who made two passes over their field
before planting a day before we did this spring. Yesterday we learned it could be
much worse as we had to make a trip to Ann Arbor and just seven miles from
home, heading East on US24, the crops take a severe turn to the worse. From
about six miles from the IN/OH line to 35 miles into Ohio along the highway, a lot
of the corn was popping out their tassels but the fence along the highway was
nearly the same height as the corn. We may be dry but the fields we went by
yesterday made home look like the Garden of Eden.

Central Illinois - We have had about all the rain we can handle in my little area
but if you go north or west of me 40 miles, they can't buy the rain. The problem is
every storm comes with a bit of wind and hail. We were out looking at some beans
with my insurance guy, who has been in a lot of fields this year, and mine were
about the biggest he's seen this year. A lot of beans were planted the first 2 weeks
of April which should push our yields upwards of 80 bushels give or take. Almost
all the corn that was planted in the middle of May was very uneven on their stand
and now guys are seeing uneven pollination and a lot of blank spots are showing
up. Don't get me wrong, we will have a good crop, but it won't be a 2018 type of
crop. 

Northeast North Dakota - The wheat is questionable at the moment. Nothing
has been harvested up here yet but it all looks thin or drown out in spots. We have
seen a lot of edible beans drown out this year, which is unfortunate because prices
are pretty darn good. I would say 10% of the fields are drowned out this year. We
have had plenty of rain and now they are telling us more is coming. Hopefully,
guys will be able to get wheat out without totally destroying the ground but to me
it's looking like we might see a few ruts cut. Harvest is a few weeks off so maybe
it will stop raining long enough for wheat harvest.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: I shave every day, but my beard stays the same. What am
I?

 

 
It's Happening... "Greenery" Offers Producers a Turnkey Container Farm 
More and more people are starting to find ways to grow their own food. From
restaurant owners to local communities, I'm hearing and seeing more people take
a genuine interest in growing plants, food, etc... Perhaps it the advancement of
technology or the grassroots effort to "go green"   

Step inside Freight Farm's "Greenery", the version 2.0 container farm, and you'll
quickly see that within the same standard 320 sq. ft. footprint, the unit offers
farmers 70% more growing space, advancing the limits of production. After
spending years collecting data as well as documenting the experience of hundreds
of farmers in its global network, Freight Farms saw the potential to blueprint
entirely new farm components previously unavailable to the industry. 

Packing the equivalent of 3.5 acres worth of produce into the small space, the
Greenery requires less than five gallons of water a day. I'm told farmers are now
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able to tailor-fit growing conditions through an operating system that can influence
the flavor, as well as the color, texture and size of the crops. In fact, Freight Farms
has standardized recipes you can load to control nutrient and CO2 levels as well as
controlling light and water schedules. 

Freight Farms technology is making it easier to bring people closer to their food
source, especially with year-round production featuring fresh, sustainably-grown,
and flavorful greens. With consumer trends leaning in this direction, I think this
could be a possible play for those who are nearer urban settings and can set up
contracts directly with end-users. Keep in mind this hydroponic growing system
operates independently from land, climate, and season with the power to bring
local food production, something all the millennials are looking for. Interestingly,
this turnkey operation can also be operated remotely, meaning you can Freight
Farms do your work for you while you receive the benefits. 

From what I understand, the increased spacing is possible as the Greenery is now
equipped with lightweight growing panels that are movable using a rack-and-
pinion system, allowing growers to harvest larger plants than previously possible.
At the moment, the Greenery sells for $104,000, and the price is expected to
increase starting next year. Reports are that they sold out of their initial production
run and that there is a waiting list for the next 60. Watch a ten-second video that
takes you inside the Greenery HERE and you can learn more at Freight Farms
website HERE, where there is lots of good information on how to use the
transportable growing container.
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A Look Back... Many of Us Witnessed Greatness with the "Magnificent 7" 
I remember the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia, like it was yesterday.
One of the biggest highlights was the U.S. women's gymnastics team bringing
home the first-ever Olympic gold in late-July almost a quarter-century ago. The
"Magnificent 7", as they became known, included Shannon Miller, Dominique
Moceanu, Dominique Dawes, Kerri Strug, Amy Chow, Amanda Borden, and Jaycie
Phelps. The historic win was led by "Spark Plug" Strug with a gutsy vault that is to
this day considered THE iconic moment in U.S. gymnastics history.

Eight years earlier, Mary Lou Retton became the first-ever American woman to win
the all-around gold medal at the Olympics. However, the team that year only
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achieved a silver and the Olympics that year had been boycotted by the reigning
champion Soviet Union team. The Soviets had won the event in every Olympics it
had participated in since 1952. The U.S. women also faced strong competition
from Romania, a two-time world champion, just like Russia. Needless to say, a
gold medal win for team USA was considered a long shot.

The 1996 team arrived in Atlanta about a week before the Olympics began. One
thing to understand is that up to that moment, they had all strictly been
competitors. The relative strangers and former rivals also had different coaches
and two of the gymnasts, Moceanu and Strug, were kept separate from the others
leading up to the competition.

During the final competition on July 23, Team USA managed to hold the top
position up until the final round. With only a narrow lead over Russia, Maceanu
was the fourth to perform on vault, following strong showings by Chow, Miller, and
Dawes. However, Maceanu was under-rotated and fell backward on both her vault
attempts. The score of 9.20 left open the possibility that Russia, which was still
performing on floor, could come from behind to win if they scored a perfect 10. It
was up to Strug to secure the gold.

Performing the same vault as Maceanu, Strug also struggled to stick the landing
and stumbled backward on her first attempt. What no one else knew at the time is
that Strug heard a "pop" from her ankle on that failed landing. She had one
chance left to clinch the gold for her team, though, and it was this heroic moment
that truly turned them into the "Magnificent 7."

As Strug told it years later, she set up for her second vault, whispering the positive
affirmations she’d been taught by a sports psychologist: You will do this. You’re
strong. You’re fast. Then she took off as her teammates watched from the end of
the runway. No one knew how hurt she really was. Her ankle felt loose, almost
unattached. She worried about falling. She told herself, "Make it to the
springboard." And she did, executing a nearly perfect one-and-a-half twisting
Yurchenko and finally sticking the landing. She saluted the judges before
collapsing onto the mat in pain as the crowd in Atlanta was going wild over her
9.712 score, guaranteeing Team USA the gold!

Strug was carried to the hospital tent but she was adamant about not missing the
medal ceremony. She recalls telling doctors not to damage her lucky vaulting
shoes. When the final scores were announced, coach Bela Karolyi carried the 4-
foot-8 Strug to the podium. Strug says it was a moment she dreamed of since she
watched Mary Lou in the 1984 Olympics. You can watch a video of Strug's
incredible performance HERE. 
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Remembering Country Music Legend Charlie Daniels
Our office was closed and out on summer vacation when country music legend Charlie Daniels passed away
in his home state of Tennessee earlier this month. A few folks wrote in wondering how come I never
mentioned his passing in the report. I have to apologize because I actually made a note to do some research
and include a story when we returned. This getting old thing is interesting, I guess I'm going to start having to
leave myself notes to remind myself about my notes. In any regards, I know many of us grew up listening to
some good ol Charlie Daniels and he will certainly be missed and his music always appreciated.   

Daniels is probably best known for his dueling-fiddle tune “The Devil Went Down to Georgia ”. You have to
watch this youtube from back in the day, shot in Saratoga Springs in 1979, when the song was first released
and propelled Daniels to superstar heights when it hit the airwaves. Daniels was inducted into the Grand Ole
Opry in 2008 and has a long list of awards and honors from the Country Music Association and Academy of
Country Music. The 83-year-old musician was also a husband of 56 years, a father to one son, an active
philanthropist, and owner of the successful Twin Pines Ranch he and wife Hazel built just outside of
Nashville. 
 
The legendary musician, singer, and songwriter was born in 1936, in Wilmington, North Carolina, where his
mother was a homemaker and his father was a lumberjack. His father played both fiddle and guitar, which a
young Charlie also picked up, adding other instruments to his repertoire as he grew older. Daniels said he
never had a single formal lesson. Instead, he learned to play by ear, listening to "anybody who could play
three more notes than me." After graduating in 1955, he hit the road with his band the Jaguars and never
looked back.

Daniels spent his entire adult life in the music business. One of his early breaks came when a song he co-
wrote, "It Hurts Me," was recorded by Elvis Presley in 1964. His collaborator on the tune was Joy Byers, wife
of producer Bob Johnston who worked with the likes of Bob Dylan and Johnny Cash. Daniels moved to
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Nashville in 1967 at Johnston's urging, where he established a successful career as a session musician,
appearing on recordings for Dylan and Leonard Cohen, among many others.

The Charlie Daniels Band was formed in 1971 and gained a somewhat underground following among the
Southern rock and bluegrass crowds where Daniels' counterculture views and championing of the underdog
were well received. He had a handful of hits off his early 70s albums, including "The South's Gonna Do It
Again" and "Long Haired Country Boy" from the 1974 album Fire on the Mountain. Daniels also gained a lot
of attention for his fiddle playing on Hank Williams, Jr.'s 1975 album Hank Williams, Jr. and Friends.

In 1979, "The Devil Went Down to Georgia" accomplished a rare feat for a country song - after becoming a
number one hit on the Hot Country Singles chart, it crossed the divide onto pop radio airwaves and became a
top hit there as well. The recording won a Grammy Award for best country vocal. It was such a huge hit, the
Charlie Daniels Band performed it in a cameo appearance for the 1980 film, “Urban Cowboy” starring John
Travolta. My mom absolutely loved that movie and I remember her watching it many times. You can see the
Charlie Daniels Band play their hit single in the movie Urban Cowboy  HERE. Watching Daniels play is still
mesmerizing!

Daniels told a great story a few years ago that highlights how humble he was about his musical talents. After
"Devil" had become a hit, he recalled being confused when someone told him that classical violin virtuoso
Itzhak Perlman was trying to reach him. Daniels was shocked Perlman even knew who he was.

"When I called him back, Mr. Perlman said, 'I just want you to know that my children and myself are fans of
yours.'" Daniels said when he got off the phone, "I stood there as if someone had hit me in the face with a
cold mullet. I couldn’t fathom how he knew who I was. And if he did, I just assumed he would have said to
himself, 'My gosh, listen to this guy. He’s horrible.'" As far as Daniels is concerned, "Mr. Perlman is the best
fiddle player there is."

In the decades since, Charlie Daniels and his bandmates put out nearly two dozen more recordings that
produced numerous other hits. Daniels in the latter half of his life became very outspoken about his political
views, which resulted in more than a couple of controversial songs and even a couple of books. He was
involved in countless philanthropic and charitable endeavors, including his Volunteer Jam benefit-concert
series, which helped raise money for  The Journey Home Project, a non-profit Daniels co-founded to support
veterans of the U.S. armed forces.

Maybe lesser known to the general public, Charlie Daniels also owned the Twin Pines Ranch , which he
called his most favorite place on earth. He and wife Hazel bought the property in 1976, building it into a
Texas-style working ranch about 30 miles outside of Nashville.  Daniels was a big fan of the American Paint
Horse and devoted more than 25 years to raising them. He once said the reason he was so fond of the breed
was that he liked driving from his house to the road, looking out into the pasture, and seeing all the color.
They also raise Corriente and Hereford cattle. Equestrian Living did a big story on the ranch back in 2016 that
is available  HERE. For an interesting look back at the early years of Twin Pines Ranch, check out this 1987
article that Western Horseman just recently published on their website  HERE.
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ANSWER to riddle: A barber.
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